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moments of crisis or contest, was a " back number/' He
could not face without dismay a future in which the
newspaper would be something to look at, to be glanced
through, to fill up time which without it would be tedious.
This was the revolution begun when the Daily Mail
appeared* Now Northcliffe, its begetter, had completed
it by producing the Mirror.
To the London Press the difficulties of adapting itself
to the change were not very formidable.   What was slight-
ingly termed the Provincial Press found the transition
not so simple*    There was no ground for that slight*
The Press outside London has at all periods included
journals that were as good as any, except that they had not
the  comprehensiveness  of  The   Times.    The Manchester
Guardian has been for a long while in the opinion of many
the finest newspaper in the country.   The Yorkshire Post
has kept up an equally high tone in political controversy
and in its criticisms of books and plays.   Though they
specialize in local news, the papers outside London often
present national news in a way that leaves behind the
** national   newspapers."      Unfortunately,    they   have
most of them been ready to follow London instead of keep-
ing to lines of their own, as do the two journals I have
mentioned by name; and, since their resources are smaller,
they are liable to meet with difficulties in keeping up.
Partly owing to this, partly also because they were not
in sympathy with such transforming changes, they fol-
lowed slowly, nor have they ever gone as far in shouting
the news by means of headlines and streamers and heavy
type, or in making the sensational their chief attraction*
These things came by degrees.   The early alterations
were not very marked.   Yet they made certain arrange-
ments of staff necessary.    Some of the older men—
dogs who could not or would not learn the new tricks—

